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User Credential Management
The first line of defense in security is the
management of user IDs and passwords.

http://www.routeone.com/
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INTRODUCTION
Hackers are coming up with more ways to access private information to benefit 
themselves. Are you doing all that you can do to protect your dealership?

The first line of defense to protect your valuable information is managing user 
IDs and passwords. Throughout the User Credential Management eBook you will 
find security management tips to help protect private information. You will also 
gain a better understanding of how you can utilize free tools within the RouteOne 
system, such as the Active User Reports and Multi-Factor Authentication, to detect 
fraud before it happens.

http://www.routeone.com
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USER IDS
When establishing new user IDs, verify 
that the access (permissions) granted 
is only what is needed for a user to 
perform their job. This is referred to as 
‘least privilege.’ Often users are granted 
more access than necessary to perform 
their responsibilities.

A single dealer employee (preferably 
the Dealer Security Manager) 
should be given the responsibility to 
administer user accounts (IDs and 
passwords); a second individual should 
be given responsibility of the backup 
administrator.

Users that have been terminated by 
the dealership must have their access 
to dealership systems terminated 
immediately. Regardless of whether 
the user is voluntarily or involuntarily 
terminated, their access to dealership 
systems should be terminated no later 
than the close-of-business on their last 
day of employment with the dealership. 
A user ID that is not deactivated or 
terminated could be used by the 
former employee or, if known, current 
employees for malicious activity.

PASSWORDS 
RULES
Do not share your passwords. Always 
make new passwords difficult to guess 
by mixing letters, numbers, characters 
and punctuation. The greater the mix, 
the more difficult the password will be 
to guess.

Additional Password Rules:
 • Avoid using dictionary words
 • Change your password often
 • Don’t share them with anyone
 • The longer, the better
 • Make it a phrase
 • Don’t leave them lying around

http://www.routeone.com
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ACTIVE USER 
REPORT
RouteOne offers a free report to 
all of its dealers to assist in the 
management of their accounts. The 
Active User Report assists in the 
auditing of active RouteOne users in 
your dealership and last time they 
accessed the system. This report will 
assist you to determine if there are 
accounts that should be deactivated.

MULTI-FACTOR 

RouteOne has implemented Multi-
Factor Authentication to further 
enhance the security of the RouteOne 
system. If a user ID and password is 
compromised, then the attacker would 
also have to log on to the machine 
associated with the ID.

What is Multi-Factor Authentication?

Something you are:
 • A form of identifying information  
  or biometric information, such as  
  your iris or fingerprint scan
Something you have:
 •  A user ID, driver’s license or   
  security token
Something you know:
 • Password or PIN

RouteOne developed a method 
referred to as Machine Authentication 
for its Multi-Factor Authentication 
implementation. 

A user must authenticate their 
credentials (User ID) to the device 
that they are logging into to access 
the RouteOne system. The user will 
be required to verify their identity 
by answering one of three security 
questions (previously submitted by the 
user) that is in the RouteOne system. 
The user will receive an email with a 
passcode to complete the registration 
process for their machine. 

If the user attempts to log-in to the 
RouteOne system using a different 
device (laptop, tablet, mobile device), 
they will be required to answer the 
security questions before being able 
to authenticate the new device. This 
security control makes theft of log-in 
credentials and access of the RouteOne 
System nearly impossible.

CONCLUSION
With the Active User Report and 
Multi-Factor Authentication, RouteOne 
can help you prevent invalid use and 
potential fraud before they happen. 
RouteOne is committed to helping you 
secure your valuable information and 
keeping your dealership from harm.

AUTHENTICATION

http://www.routeone.com
https://www.routeone.com/dealers/complimentary-tools 
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Looking for a better grasp on your 
compliance responsibilities?
See how we can help.

Take a look at IDOne, RouteOne’s full service identity verification tool that helps 
manage compliance tasks and fits seamlessly into your workflow. 

For more information about the RouteOne system, tools, or reports, please call 
866.768.8301. Our team will be glad to help you with any questions you may have.

http://www.routeone.com
http://www.routeone.com/dealers/idone

